LI CA 152 EP
Multipurpose grease with high extreme pressure performance and excellent behavior in the presence of water.

Product +:
- High versatility
- Allows rationalization of products and a consequent reduction in inventory

THERMEX 1337 EP
Range of greases available from NLGI grade 02 to grade 3. Grade 2 is mainly used as multipurpose while grade 0 and 00 are intended for the lubrication of average power gear boxes.

Product +:
- A single formula available in 5 NLGI grades

AKRONEX 172 HBGB
Grease for axles and bearings working under high-temperature conditions.

Grease with a very high dropping point which combined with the good mechanical stability of its thickener can be used up to 160°C.

Product +:
- Very versatile lithium complex grease
- Good performance and optimized cost

GR 130 EP
Multipurpose greases usable in continuous casting bearings.

Greases formulated with a high viscosity base oil which combined with dry lubricant content allow its use in most cases of boundary lubrication. Excellent pumpability allowing its use in centralized lubrication system.

Product +:
- Grease with tested technology
- Significant savings in heavily loaded mechanisms operating in the presence of water
FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

WATER BASED FIRE RESISTANT FLUIDS

FLUID SH4B
Fluid SH4B is a hydraulic fluid that combines excellent fire resistance properties, thanks to the presence of water, lubrication performance and corrosion protection (ISO 22386).

CONDAGUARD C46
Condaguard C46 is an advanced water-based hydraulic fluid containing powerful additives to enhance its antioxidant, anti-oxidation and anti-corrosion properties.

HYDROGEL 207
Hydrogel 207 is a synthetic soluble fire resistant hydraulic fluid which provides excellent anti-corrosion properties and excellent resistance to foaming.

WATER FREE FIRE RESISTANT FLUIDS

CONDAT D646 AND D668
Condat D646 and D668 are nonaqueous, fully synthetic water type fire resistant hydraulic fluids designed for use in high pressure hydraulic systems. They have very good antiwear and anti-corrosion properties and are free from any side effects. They are biodegradable and environmentally friendly.

CONDAT D946
Condat D946 is a fully synthetic, water type fire resistant hydraulic fluid designed for use in high pressure hydraulic equipment operating in possible fire risk areas. It has very good antiw ear and anti-corrosion properties, good biodegradability and air release value. Condat D946 is a Factory Mutual Global tested product.

CONDAT D46 AND 68
These fluids are fully synthetic, biodegradable fire-resistant hydraulic fluids. They are specially designed to be based on an optimal selection of additives to offer the best solution to applications with regular make up.

STEEL INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS

FM GLOBAL
Le FM Global is an insurance company well known for its expertise in risk management engineering. Recognized all around the world, the certification FM Approvals allows our customers to be sure our lubricants have passed numerous trials testing and are in conform to the severest quality standards.

To use a lubricant certified FM, it’s the guarantee to have superior protection of employees and equipment from fire risks.

TECHNICAL GREASES

COUPLIGREASE 2010 EP
Special grease for coupling lubrication. The high viscosity base oil provides resistance to centrifugal force and a rememorable penetration into mechanisms.
Product +:
- Excellent lubrication of mechanisms under heavy loads
- Lower leakage reduction
- meets MIL-G-21056 specifications

REDUGRAISSE
Special grease for the lubrication of high pressure pumps. It allows leakage reduction without increasing the operating pressure significantly.
Product +:
- Excellent lubrication under heavy loads
- Reduces pollution on manufactured parts and thus increases component life expectancy.

SINTHROGRAISSE
Sintinho grease for gear boxes. SVMarke Sintinho is a grease intended for the lubrication of gear boxes operating at oil bath and/or temperatures over a long term.
Product +:
- Exceptional lubrication performance
- Special grease for the lubrication of high speed bearings.
- Exceptional behavior in the presence of water
- Meets MAINA specifications.

BIODEGRADABLE
In addition to its biodegradability characteristics, this 100% synthetic, grease allows consistent working at temperatures up to 220°C, with a greatly extended gearbox life.
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